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Abstract. Information about localized phenomena may be represented in mul-
tiple ways. GIS systems may be used to record the spatial extent of the pheno-
mena. Observations about the state of one or more properties of the phenomena 
are available from real-time sensors, models, or from archives. The relation-
ships between these data sources, or specific features in different data products, 
cannot easily be specified. Additionally, features change over time, their repre-
sentations use different spatial scales and different aspects of them are of  
concern to different stakeholders. This greatly increases the number of potential 
relationships between features. Thus, for a given feature we can expect that  
heterogeneous information systems will exist, holding different types of data  
related to that feature. We propose the use of Linked Data to describe the rela-
tionships between them. We demonstrate this in practice using the Australian 
Hydrologic Geospatial Fabric (Geofabric) feature dataset and observational data 
of varying forms, including time-series and discrete measurements. We describe 
how different resources, and different aspects and versions of them, can be  
discovered and accessed. A web client is described that can navigate between re-
lated resources, including using the Geofabric’s feature relationships, to navigate 
from one observational dataset to another related by hydrological connectivity.  

Keywords: linked data, spatial data infrastructure, spatial information platform, 
hydrological features. 

1 Introduction 

An identifiable real world phenomenon within a spatial context, or a “feature”, may 
be represented in many different information systems in different ways, for different 
purposes. A Geographical Information System (GIS) may be used to record the spatial 
extent of the phenomena, as defined or observed. Observations about the state of one 
or more properties of the phenomena, such as the height of a stream, may be available 
through real-time sensors, or from archives. Different systems may use different,  
but related, views of the phenomenon, characterized by different Feature Types and 
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relations between them. For example, a river may have multiple views of its channel, 
connectivity, banks, cross-section etc. A “Domain Model” may be developed to de-
scribe these relationships, although each data representation is often structured in 
terms of a simplified “Product Model” that only describes a single viewpoint. Data 
representations are usually tied to these simplified Product Models, and currently they 
are not easily discovered or navigated using the relevant Domain Model. The relation-
ships between data products, or between specific features in different data products, 
cannot easily be specified using the types of specialized systems in use.  

Different information sources may be linked in a customized application that is 
configured to know the location and type of each available source. This may be by 
pre-loading data into a specific data store, or by consuming it from (web-based) 
services, with the semantics of each dataset understood and hard-coded directly 
within an application. This results in systems that hide valuable relationships be-
tween datasets, for example between specific features (e.g. rivers) and observa-
tions (e.g. height, flows, water quality). These applications tend to be single-
purpose and inflexible.  

Linked Data [1] is an approach to standardize aspects of semantics and encoding in 
a Web-based environment. Linked Data does not standardize semantics or vocabula-
ries, and the cost of standardizing access and format needs to be borne by the data 
provider. Links need to be embedded by data providers also, and no guidance as to the 
semantics of these links is directly provided by Linked Data.  

“Domain models” standardize the semantics used in an individual domain, and de-
scribe the relationships that may exist between features. ISO19109 [2] describes how 
domain models may be formalized using UML, which supports the generation of 
exchange schema using GML, and more recently using OWL semantics as described 
in ISO/DIS 19150-2 [3] . 

The Geofabric [4] is an Australian spatial data product that describes a range of 
hydrological features from catchments to river networks. Individual data products 
describe data structures within a dataset of the Geofabric, not the relationships be-
tween datasets. HY_Features [5] is a candidate conceptual model for describing hy-
drological features and their relationships. The Geofabric is designed to have naviga-
ble relationships consistent with the HY_Features model. The question is how to 
make these relationships visible and usable in practice? 

This paper describes how we have used Linked Data to describe how alternate 
data product representations and observational data may be linked to specific fea-
tures. We show further how domain models can be used to standardize and docu-
ment links between different features. We demonstrate this in practice using the 
example of the Geofabric dataset and a river flow rating observational dataset. We 
describe some example use cases where this capability brings significant data inte-
gration benefits. 
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2 System Overview 

We propose the use of Linked Data to describe the relationships between systems. 
Domain models standardize these relationships and provide common vocabularies for  
 
data description. We use standard Semantic Web vocabularies, including the Vocabu-
lary of Interlinked Datasets (VoID) [6], RDF-Datacube [7] and SKOS [8] to describe 
datasets and cross-references between them. Inter-feature relationship discovery is 
provided as a service, so it is not necessary to embed every possible relationship as a 
link in every dataset.  

Multiple “views” of a resource are made available from a resource URI, with each 
view corresponding to a specific data product. The syntax for this follows the Linked 
Data API [9], extended to allow discovery of available views within a generalized 
framework for spatial data in a Linked Data context [10]. 

For example, persistent identifiers are created for specific catchments, e.g. 
‘http://environment.data.gov.au/water/id/catchment/110535’. A listing of available views 
for a resource is provided through a “_view=alternates” URL. E.g. http://environment. 
data.gov.au/water/id/catchment/110535?_view=alternates. Resolution of this URL follows 
the pattern [11] of using an HTTP redirect (303) to display the available named views (of 
which ‘alternates’ is one). Views provided for Geofabric features include: 

─ SimpleFeatures: provides a Web Feature Service (WFS) Simple Features view, 
useful for accessing with GIS or spatially aware software;  

─ ahgf:cartographic: a cartographic, image-based view of mapped streams for 
this feature; 

─ ahgf:AHGFManmade: WFS query that returns anthropogenic features within a 
feature (e.g. damns within a catchment); 

─ related: lists spatial features that are topologically related in some way to this 
feature. E.g. for catchments, this may contains references to upstream catch-
ments, outflow nodes or a containing basin.  

─ monitoringpoints: lists monitoring points that are contained within this feature.  

 
Each resource listed through these calls behaves in the same way. This provides pre-
dictable behavior for navigating between resources.  

The software architecture to support these functions is provided by a number of 
distributed services. An overview is shown in Fig. 1. The design shows the use of 
Sparqlify [12] to map identifiers and context of spatial features through to a RESTful 
API provided by ELDA [9]. ELDA provides a means to expose APIs over SPARQL 
endpoints, simplifying access to RDF data. This is the mechanism for indexing the 
spatial features into a Linked Data representation.  
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Fig. 1. Architecture Overview 

3 Implementation 

The Geofabric is published using a range of OGC web services, such as Web Feature 
Services (WFS) and Web Map Services (WMS). We use the VoID vocabulary to 
describe the available datasets, including descriptions of the data access endpoints.  
A void:Linkset describes relationships between hydrological features and monitoring 
points, described using WaterML2.0. This provides the data backbone allowing navi-
gation between spatial features and monitoring points, which supports the following 
example use cases: 

1. A user starts at a monitoring point to gain an understanding of the local hydrological 
conditions (e.g. local river gauge/flow conditions, channel shape etc.) and then wants 
to explore details of upstream conditions or the nature of the containing catchment.  

2. A user interested in the national/state level, and wants to explore the hydrology of 
a particular catchment. This involves catchment level data, but also typically leads 
to more granular exploration such as river-based observations.  

Using the views described in section 4, details for resources can be retrieved 
through requests against a resource URI. An example call flow for requesting details 
of a catchment is shown in Fig. 2.  
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Fig. 2. Requesting alternate views of a resource URI 

A screenshot of the prototype web client that makes use of the data and link rich 
environment is shown in Fig. 3. The workflow for the web client is as follows (num-
bers correspond to steps show in Fig. 3): 

1. A user navigates a spatial overview showing all monitoring points within a basin. 
She selects a monitoring point of interest, and identifies its unique URI reference. 

2. The containing catchment (http://environment.data.gov.au/water/id/catchment/110741) 
is found by requesting the ‘related’ view using the monitoring point URI. (The ‘related’ 
view itself may be “well-known” or discovered via the ‘alternates’ view of the monitor-
ing point.) 

3. To get a visual representation of the catchment requires finding a suitable view. For 
convenience, we have chosen to make default GIS views available using the special 
view name ‘SimpleFeatures’ however it is possible to interrogate the ‘alternates’ view 
to discover available views, which may be classified and annotated to support this dis-
covery. In this case a WFS service is linked to the ‘SimpleFeatures’ view of the catch-
ment. Invoking this view (e.g. for XML http://environment.data.gov.au/water/id/ 
catchment/110535?_view=SimpleFeatures&_format=gml3) is used by the client to re-
trieve a GeoJSON representation and rendered in the client.  

4. Additionally, the monitoring point location and containing river network views are 
also requested via ‘SimpleFeatures’ views and rendered on the same map. 

5. Further context for the catchment, in terms of its hydrological relationships to other 
features, is requested using the ‘related’ view. These are shown in the table on the 
right of the image. In future work the prototype will support automated and user-
driven navigation further into the Geofabric feature set. E.g. show up-stream cat-
chment, outflow nodes etc. 

Access to individual features facilitates access to the relevant parts of the Geofabric, 
rather than having a flat image-based view of all the features (e.g. through rendering an 
image from a WMS). This allows enhanced visualisations to be created. For example, 
the stream network within the catchment is dynamically rendered according to the size 
of the stream segment and whether it is perennial (blue) or non-perennial (green).  
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The approach described here provides multiple benefits: 

1. By exposing the semantics of feature relationships it is possible to identify how 
different resources relate to a given starting point. Each client application does not 
need to have an inbuilt model of each feature-type in advance, how feature-types 
have been implemented, or where to access them. These aspects are all discovera-
ble by introspection of available views for a feature of interest. This reduces the 
cost of development as well as removing the reliability on highly specialized soft-
ware, such as GIS desktop packages. 

2. Data transfer is reduced, as users are not required to download large spatial con-
texts for processing on localized areas (e.g. downloading the whole Geofabric Sur-
face Network data product for analysis on one catchment).  

3. Other specialized data products and relationships can be added in a dynamic way, 
without expensive changes to software and infrastructure.  

4. Multiple formats can be provided, suitable for different client platforms. 

 

Fig. 3. Web client screenshot 
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4 Related Work 

There is a vast body of work related to the principles of the various Internet based 
architectures exploited, including the World Wide Web, Semantic Web, Sensor Web, 
Linked Data and Spatial Data Infrastructures. This section focuses specifically on use 
of Linked Data for enabling hydrological and spatial data infrastructures.  

Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) approaches [13] introduce standardized protocols 
and formats for delivering feature data. For example, under the INSPIRE legislation 
(EC 2007) EU member states will standardize the delivery of datasets via Web servic-
es, including hydrologic features [14]. INSPIRE does not, however, specify how indi-
vidual features may be referenced in a Web environment, or dictate that a single re-
presentation of a feature exists.  

A candidate standard formalized model for hydrological feature definitions, 
HY_Features, provides a domain model for feature types and their relationships [5]. 
HY_Features is focused on the issue of object identity rather than sharing representations.  

The UK Location Strategy [15] makes distinctions between identifiers, definitions, 
and “spatial objects” which implement representations. It provides a pattern for im-
plementing Linked Data using alternative representation forms, provided the “thing” 
in question is reliably identified.  

Janowicz et al. [16] outline the key challenges in bringing semantics to SDIs. They 
propose a semantic enablement layer that injects semantic annotation into responses 
from WFS, WMS, SOS or other OGC Web Services. Our approach varies slightly in 
that it does not modify service responses, but augments with semantics through ex-
posing a SPARQL (and subsequent REST) interface for indexing. The approach out-
lined by Jones et al. [17] and Harvey et al. [18] addresses a different challenge: serv-
ing RDF data using a WFS endpoint, thus making Linked Data available to existing 
GIS consumers.  

Key challenges for next generation SDIs are identified by Adams and Gahegan  
[19]. They propose a ‘model space’ concept that covers the complex dimensions of 
large scale data integration. Our work here primarily touches on the spatio-temporal, 
semantic and authority dimensions. Additionally Adams and Gahegan [19, p. 127] 
identify the representation of spatial features and sets of features as a key challenge. 
Our work proposes some potential next steps in this area. 

Linking raster data to the Linked Data Web is explored by Scharrenbach et al. [20]. 
Their approach of using semantics to describe contextual information for raster data is 
consistent with our work of indexing WMS calls with relevant spatial bounding box-
es. This allows raster data to be included without resorting to encoding every pixel 
into RDF [20, p. 4].  

Having observations of phenomena associated with features is important for under-
standing the context of an observation. WaterML2.0 part 1 [21] and the proposed part 
2 [22] provide standard information models for representing hydrological observa-
tional data. Using WaterML2.0 with HY_Features is conceptually consistent, but use 
cases have not been widely tested or implemented. This work brings these together 
with Linked Data.  
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Much recent work has investigated representation of observational and sensor data 
as Linked Data [23]–[29]. Our work focuses on bridging between spatial features and 
monitoring points (the source of observations and sensor data); the representation of 
observational data as Linked Data is not tackled, rather we describe existing data sets 
using Linked Data.  

5 Discussion 

We propose linking directly from a view of a feature to relevant related information 
using the approach described offers advantages to the current alternatives. There are 
two existing options: Having all links hard-coded into each feature (document-
centric Web architecture) or using a catalog of datasets and services (service oriented 
architecture). 

We can dismiss a document-centric approach for several reasons: 

• it places all the burden on knowing what data is related on the original source data-
set; 

• these relationships need to be expressed in a standard way that both data provider 
and client understand; 

• all possible relationships need to be encoded in the document (which may be large 
and costly to produce); 

• the approach does not scale to large datasets, or dynamic numerical models or sen-
sors producing data not known in advance; 

For a catalog-centric approach the best case is a data catalog coupled with a service 
catalog describing access points to services providing each specific dataset. This ap-
proach is fraught with challenges, especially the very high burden it places on the 
client to know: 

• The location of a relevant dataset catalog service; 
• How the catalog is organized (i.e. keywords it can be searched on); 
• The catalog access protocol; 
• The response format and content; 
• Which services it can utilize for the task in hand, using the descriptions provided. 
• How to install and configure specific software able to interpret the spatial or obser-

vational data.  

Even if relevant catalogs can be found, there is still no standard way to describe 
exactly how features in different datasets relate, or how to invoke a service to access a 
view for a particular feature. The Linked Data API implementation described here 
utilizes URI resolution to perform all these roles seamlessly; all the client needs to do 
is to choose a view that it can understand.  
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6 Conclusion 

Distributed heterogeneous data sources are a necessary reality in the case of wide-
spread phenomena with multiple stakeholder perspectives, such as is the case with 
water resource monitoring. Using traditional dataset centric approaches to catalo-
guing, one quickly runs into a lack of a canonical means to describe relationships 
between features. We show how we can exploit domain models to standardize such 
relationships, then implement and utilize them for individual feature instances in a 
Linked Data environment. This approach avoids placing the burden on data providers 
to realize every possible link, or to transform existing data into a new Linked Data 
format. This approach results in easily discoverable data sources that can be used 
without significant data management overheads and specific software availability. 
The use of both Linked Data services and data-specific services (e.g. WFS, observa-
tional services) provide a less abrupt transition into the Linked Data world and en-
sures that well-established access patterns are reused.  
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